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Physîcs. - "Contributions to the knowledge ol VAN DER WAALS' 

~-8U11ace. VIII. The ~-su11ace in the neigltbourlwod 0/ a 
binary mit·ture wMch beluwes as a pure suhstance." By Dr. J. E. 
VERSCHAFJi'ELT. Supplement. n°. 7 to the Communications from 
the Physical Laboratol'Y at Leiden by Prof. H. KAMERLINGH 
ONNES. 

(CommuDlcated In the meeting of October 31, t903). 

General part. 

Distlllation of a mixture without its compositioJl being altered, 
and reversely also condensatlOn of a mixture by decrease of volume, 
without variation of pressure, quite as a pure substance, can only 
occur at one special temperature. Experiments of KUENEN 1) have 
shown for the first time that this phenomenon may be observed III 

the neighbourhood of the plaitpoint of the mixture; th IS cil'cum~tance 
has been theoretically invebtigated and explained by VAN DER WAALS '). 

If a mIXture behaves as a pure substance just at the plaitpoint 
temperature the critical point of the homogeneous mixture, the critical 
point of contact and the plaitpoint comcide at a same point WhlCh 
may therefore properly be called the critical point of the special 
mixture and of which I shall represent the elements, as fol' a simple 
substance, by Tk, lJk and Vk· 

Then according to VAN DER WAALS 3) we have at the plaitpoint 

(~P) = O. Hence the isothermals of two ''leighbouring mixtures 
Vil: Vk 

at the same temperature must interseet in pairs, so that the system 
of isothermals of the mixtures at the critical temperature of the 
special mixture must agree with fig. 16 of my paper in these Proc. 
Oct. 25 1902 p. 345. In the annexed figure a similar system of 
isothermals is dra\'\' n according to observations of QUINT 4) with 
mixtures of hydrochloric acid and ethane. 

Although the special mixture behaves as a simple substance at the 
critical point, yet it does not follow from th is that its border curve 
on the p, v, t diagram may be found in the same way as for a 
simple substance, i. e. by making use of the theorem of MAXWELL
OLAUSIUS. For just below the critical temperature the pressure no 
longer remains unchanged during the condensation and the expe
rimental isotlIermal is no longer perfectly parallel with the v-axis, 

1) Phil. Mag., 40, 173-194, 1895. Comm. phys. lab. Leiden, nO. 16. 
2) Arch. Néerl., 30, 266, 1896. 
3) Con tin. Il p. 116. 
") Thesis for lhe doctOlale, Amsterdam 1900. 
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though the variatîon of pressure is vanishingly small. Consequently 
the system of isothermals satisfies the law of corresponding states, 
but the border curve does not necessarily do sa. Rence we shall 
see that for the border curve this is only the case to á fh'st and 
a second approximation. 

The ~'-surface. I sha11 represent by Xle the composition of the 
mixture which behaves as a simple substance. In the neighbourhood 
of the critical point the system of isothel'mals of this mixture may be 
represented by the eql1atiolls (2) and (2') of my paper jn these proc. 
Oct. 25 1902 p. 321; for the re&t all the considerations of sections 2 and 
3 of the same paper are dil'ertly applicable, exrept that X-XIe must 
everywhere be &l1bstituted for x, and hence also XTk-,t'k for xu. 1'h us 
we find back, for the system of isothermals of the mixtures at a 
temperature which differs littie from Th the equations (18) and (18'), 
whel'e X-XTk is vanishingly small, but not x and XTk separateIy; 

from the circumstance that at the critical point G~)v = 0, it also 

f01l0ws th at mOl = 0; and because mOl = pk {J-kOl Tk a we must have: 

~ = kOl Tk = (aap) = 7,3 .... (1) 
a Pk • Ie 

FinaUy we may remark that whereas in fig. 16 (1. c.) the dotted line 
w hich, agreeing with x < 0, had no physiral meaning, this line (lan 
rea11y exist here, since x < Xlc may as weIl be imagined as te> Xk. 

The equation of the ..,,-surface may now be written in this case: 
111 .." = - mo (V-VTlc) - 2" m l (V-VTlc)2- 3" m, (V-vTlcy- 4" m3 (V-VTlc)4 .. 

+ ET IVlc (I-/lJk) - + + [ 
1 (IV-IVk)2 2IVIe--1 (a;-IVk) 3 

1.2 mle2(1-mlc)2 2.3 IVIe3(1-ivle)3 

3 ,'Vlc' -3,'Vlc+ 1 (.r-mlc)4 ] + + ... , ....... (2) 
3.4 /lJlc 4(1_ ,'VI.) 4 

wh ere again a linear function of x is omitted, while ?nDD = pTk, and 
further mOl> mlO and 112 20 l11ay be put equal to zero. 

'Phe bm,dm' curve at a temperatu1'e T. In the same way as before 1) 
I find, putting 

i (V 2+V l ) - VTlc = l/J , ~ (V2-V l ) = cp 

i (·'V 2 +IVJ - ·'VTIe = ~ , 1 (''V 2 -IV1) = S, 
Vl v2 Xl X 2 representing the molecular volume& and the molecular 

compositions of the coexisting phases, that 

1) These, Proc. V, Oct. 25 1902, p. 330. 
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• (3) 

(5) 

(6) 

The relations (2) and (5) are the same as I have found before 2) 
for the special case ?nOl = 0, on the edge of the tp-surface, while 
the expression fol' ~ becomes the same when we put Xk = ° or 
Xk = 1. I also find again for the border curve on the p, v diagram 
of the mixtures at the temperatul'e T to the first approximation the 
same parabola of the fom'th degree: 

(7) 

The plaitpoint, i. e. the apex of this parabola, coincides to the 
fil'st appl'oximation with the point PTk, VTL, ''Vl'k. According as the 
factor between brackets is positive or negative this parabola is turned 
upwarcls Ol' downwards; in the fil'st case the special mixture has a 
minimum "apom tension, in the second a maximum vapour tension. 

Tlte isobal's. If in equation (18) l.c. p. 327 we consider x and v 
as two variabIe quantities depending on each other and p as a 
parameter, this equation repl'esents the projection of the system 
of isobal's on- the x, v-surface. If 71101 wel'e not zero this system 
would resembIe a system of isothermals with the point XTb VTk 

1) Of all the coefficients m which occU!: here I have formerly given the expres
sions in the k's and ce and (3, except of m02' for which the expression follows here: 

mo~ =~' pk + kOl a (a-~) Tk + ko. a~ Tk~ + kil a (a-~) Vk Tk-kOl a' Tk 

or reduced: 

= pk [~+ a (a-~) POl + ~ a' Voo + a (~-~) Pil-a' POl]' 

$) These Proc. V, act. 25, 1902, p. 1\29. 
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as critical point 1). Here it consists, in the neighbourhood of that 
same point, in a double system of curves of hyperbolical shape, 
as may be seen in the a,nnexed figure, separated by two curves, 
of which the equation is obtained by putting P = PTk. -To the first 
appl'oximation the system of isobal's is l'epl'esented by the equation 

mos (.:v-.:vTk)2 + m n (,7J-ilJTk) (V-VTk) = P-PTk , 

which represents hyperbolae, of which the one asymptote is: 

mIl 
.:v-,7JTk = - - (v-VT1c) . 

m02 

while the second, X-,'lJTt; = 0, may be written to the second 
approximation 

. (8) 

The connodal line. In order to find the projection of the connodal 
line' on the {IJ, v-surface we eliminate P-PTk between the equation 
of the isobar and tha,t of the border curve; we then find to the 
first approximation 

(10) 

The critical point of contact, the apex of this hyper bola, coin~ 

cides, like the plaitpoint, to the first appro:s:imation with the point 
XTk: VTk,PTk· 

The border cU?'ve J01' a mixture a:. If in the equation (8) we con
sider x as constant and T, hence XT!c and VTlc as vadable, and if 
finally we make use of the equation of state of the mixture 
(equation (13) l.c. p. 325) to express T in pand v, we obtain the 

1) The systems of isohars may then he written in the form: 

.:v = no + n l (V-VTk) + n. (V-1J )' + .... 
where the n's are still functions of p, for instanee : 

n = noo + nOl (P-PTk) + no. (p- jJTk)' + .... 
If the n's are expresscd in the m's, we find: 

1 
nOO = .:vTk, nOl = - , 

mOl 

, .... , 

mo. 
no. = - -3- , •••• , 

mOl 
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border curve of the mixture x in the lJ, v, T diagram. To the first 
approximation its eqnation is: 

kOl kso 
p-px7c = - -- (V-V.:t7c )', • • • • • • (11) 

kll 

as tor a simple snbsk"tnce 1). Hence to the fil'st approximation the 
border curve satisfies the law of COl' responding states. 

That the border curve, apart from the deviations existing already 
in pure substances does not altogether satisfy the law of correspon
ding states, has a double cause. It is not only for mixtures which 
differ little from the special mixture Xk that the experimental isother
mal shows a slight slope, but this is even the case for the mixture 
Xk itself; only at the plaitpoint temperature it is perfectly horizontal 
so that al ready for the mixture Xk the border curve must deviate 
from the law of corresponding states. If as before 1) we develop the 
equation of the experimental isothermal: 

V-VTk - fP cp 
X-XTk - S-g' 

we find: 

and hence, for x = X", 

( 
1 mllmn 1 m\lm40)2 

m02- 3 +5 2 (T T)' mao m 30 - k 
p=Pk+ko1 (T-T7c)-8m' so 2RT (V-V7c) T + (13) 

2 + mao a' k' m ll 
(i!!k (1-'!!k) 

only for Xk = 0 or 1, that is to say for the pure substances. the 
third term is left ont - and in the same way all the terms which 
contain V-Vk. 

If now by elimination of T-Tk bet ween the equation of state 
of the mixture Xk (equation (2), 1. c. p. 323) and the experimental 
isothermal (10), we search for the border curve for that special 
mixture, we see that the slope of the experimental isotlIermal only 
influences the third term - viz. with (V-Vk)4 - in the development 
(11) of the border curve, so that this border curve only to a third 
approximation shows a deviation from the law of corresponding 

1) These Proc. V, Oct. 25, 1902, p. 336. 
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states. Also for a neighbouring mixture this deviation is only percep-
tible in third approximation, whiie for mixtures with a small com
position, i. e. on the edge of the t/,-surtace, it exists already in second 
approximation. 

The cause of this smaller deviation in mixtures near the special 
mixture must be looked for in the circumstance that those mixtures 
in all their qualities deviate only in second approximation from a 
single substance ; thus we deduce from equatiol1 (J 1) that the critical 
points: plaitpoint, critical point of contact, cri tic al point of the homo
geneous mixture and point of maximum coexistence pressure, differ 
only in second approximation, so that the four curves (in the space 
with p, v and T as coordinates), which connect these critical points 
of <'LIl mixtures touch each other at the critical point of the special 
mixture, which in general is 110t t11e case at the two critical points 
of the pure components. 

Application to mi;l'tztres of lty(f1'OChlO1'ic acid mtd etlwne. 

The experiments of KVENEN with mixtures of etha11e and nltrous 
oxide, the til'st where the existence was' shown of a mixture that 
in its crItical phenomena agrees with a simple substance, does not 
aIlow us to form a complete image of the conduct of neighbouring 
mixtures. Besides, his investigations were onIy aimed at the discovery 
of the second kind of retrograde condensatio11, and the existence of 
that special mixture was a new discovery, and not the object of the 
investigation. Suitable data fol' our purpose are gi ven by the llIeaSUl'e
ments of QuINT on mixtures of hydrochloric acid ::md ethane; accord
i11g to QUJN'!' the composition of the mixture which beha,ves as a 
simple sub stance is Xlc = 0.44,. i.e. 0.44 gram molecules ethane and 
0.56 gram molecules hydrogen chloride. Mixtures behaving as a 
pure substance have also been obsel'ved bij OAUBE'!' 1) in his experi
mentb wHIt OH30l and S02; as OAVBE'!' howevel' investigated only 
two mixtures of this binary system, his data are insufficient for 
our purpose. 

In order to proceed with the mixtures investigated hy QUlNT in 
the way indirated by KAl\IERLINGH ONNES, we must determine in the 
first place the critical elements of the homogeneous mixture Txk. )Jxlc, Vxlc' 

Instead, however of drawing, the log pv, log V Ol' ~~, log p diagrams 

it waS sufficient, as in the case of my former investigations") of the 

1) Liquéfaction des mélanges gazeux, Paris, 1900. 
2) Arch. Néerl., (2), 5, 644, 1900. 
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mixtures of carbon dioxide and hydrogen to use the log p, log v 
diagrams, as I found that not only the logarithmical diagrams of 
the pure suuslances bnt also those of the four mixtures investigated 
could be made to coincide with the logarithmicalo diagram of carbon 
dioxide by shifting them parallel to each other. 

Unfortunately QUINT made only few observations in the neigh
bom'hood of the critkal point, a circumstance whicll rendered this 
investigation rat her difficult. For it is by means of those very parts 
situated in the neighbourhood of the point of inflection that the 
superimposing of the diagrams may be obtained in the most accurate 
way, while in the area of the larger volumes a E>hifting within mther 
wide limits does not cause a perceptible deviation of the superim
posed diagrams. Especially the want of observations in the neigh
bourhood of the critical point in the case of hydrochloric acid is to 
be regretted because tIle difference bet ween the critical point riven 
by QUINT and that found by shifting is much larger than we '3hould 
expect, the diagrams co vering each other in a satisfactory way. The 
more so because, when for ethane and carbon dioxide the diagrams 
are made covering each othel' in the observed area the critical points 
too coincide. 

Here follow the values found, for the different mixtures, as ele
ments of the critical point of the homogeneolls mixture: 

IC - (pure HCl) 0,1318 0,4035 0,6167 0,7141 (1 pure C2H6) 

~k = 42°,5 30°,0 26°,4 25°,8 

pd = 77 ,3 atm. 65 ,n 58,6 55,7 

Vzk = 0,00429 0,00190 o ,Ó0543- o ,00:'>70 

tzpl= 51°,3 43°,1 30°,53 27°,25 27°,37 31°,88 

pzpz= 84,13 atm. 77 ,51 65,42 54,30 56,84 48 ,94 

Vzpz= 0,00380 o ,00420 0,00471 0,00540 5.00576 ' 0 ,00652 

C4 = 3 ,48 3 ,46 3,45 0,45 3,50 

In order to make a comparison I have written in this table the 
plaitpoint elements of the mixtures as observed b)' QUINT, and in 

1 • f . C RTa.k . 
the last lme the values 0 the expresslOn 4 = wInch here 

pxkVxk 

are about the same for all the mixtures, especially in the neigh
bourhood of the special mixture. By means of QUINT'S data we find 
howevel', for HOI, the much larger number 0 4 = 3,71; this deviation 
evidently must be brought in connection with the other one I mentioned 
before. 
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If we draw the txlc and txpl as ordinates and x as abscis we obtain 
two curves which obviously touch each other at one point; it is 
difficuIt, ho wever, to define this point of contact precisely. If t4e 
same is done with pxk and pxpl, the determination of the' point of 
contact of the two curves is even less certain, owing to the circum
stance that, according to the table above, for:c = 0,4035 = pxk > ,Fxpl, 

which surely fo11ows from the inaccuracy of the method. And the 
deduction of this point of contact from a graphical representation 
of the Vxk and VXIJI is quite impossible becatlSe these volumes are 
known by no means with sufficient accuracy. 

Therefore it seems to me th at the best method is thai of QUINT 

who deduced the composition of the special mixture from the shape 
of the plaitpoint curve by searching on this curve the point where 
the bordercurve, ,,,,hich terminates at that point, touches the plaitpoint 
curve. That point may be detel'mined fairly accurately: we find 
for its coordinates tIc = 29°,0 and 'Ok = 63,8 atms., whence agaill 
:Cic = 0,44 and Vk; = 0,00500. 

By means of tlJe graphical representations of the tx~, pxk and Vxk 

dl'xk' dpxk-
I find in the neighbourhood of :Ck; = 0,44, -d- = - 20, -=-30 

{IJ dx 
dV:ek \ 

and -- = 0,0020; hence a = - 0,07 [3 = - 0,50 and r = 0,40, so 
dx 

that the relations r = a - [3 in ~ = 7,3 are confirmed in a satisfiw
a 

tory way. 
By means of QUINT'S observations, by inte)'- or extrapolation, partIy 

also by using the law of corresponding states and the values of 
t:ek> pxk> Vxk found above, I have drawn the isothermals for the 6 
:c-values considered, at the critical temperature 29°.0 C, of the special 
mixture x = 0.44. Those isothermals are represented in the annexed ' 
figure, which thus shows the p-v-diagram of the mixtures at the 
temperature 29°.0 C. The dot-dash line is the critical :c = 0.44 with 
the critical point in C. The isothermal x = 0.40 is a dash ]ine in 
the unstable part; owing to their small curvature the expel'imental 
isothermals are l'epresented by straight lines. The border curve is 
a complete line like the observable parts of the isothermals. 

Under the p, v-diagram I have represented the pl'ojection on the 
v, x-surface. The critical isobar (63.8 atms.) is represented by a dot
dash line; some other iso bars are drawn, like the projection of ~he 
connodal line (also projection of the afore-mentioned border curve), 
while the isobars in the unstable part, i. e. within the projection, are 
dotted. The temperature 29° being 10wer thao the critical temperatUl'e 

( 
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of pure ethane (31 °.88), the connodal line consists of another part, 
which 1 have not drttwn, ho wever, in order not to make the figure 
uselèBsly intl'icate. This second piece should have its apex, the critical 
point of contact, at about XTk = 0.92, and VTk = 0063, and would 
interSect the axis x = 1 at v = 0.00472 and v = 0.01031. 

To this second piece of the connodal a second border curve cor
respotttls w hich would begin at a height p = 46.1 (maximum ten sion 
of ethane at 29°.0 0.) and terminate at the plaitpoint PTpl = 51.2, 
VTpl :::::::: 0.0063. But th is border curve too I have omitted like the 
isotheI'tnal of pure ethane. 

At tbe lower part of the figure it may be seen th at the iso bars 
!n the neighbourhood of the critical point C, in deed to the first 
approxÎmation, are hyperbolae of which one ofthe asymptotes, which 
agree with the critical pressure, is parallel to the v-axis, the other 
cuts thia axis at a given angle. To the second approximation the 
first asytnptote is a parabola which coincides with the projection of 
the connodal line. 

It wel'é useless to invesligate whether indeed the border curve is 
of the foui'th degree and the connodol ~f the second degree; for this 
the data áre not numerous ellough and the drawing not sufficiently 
accurate. But it is obvious why the border curve should be of a 
higher order than the connodal. The p, v, x-surf ace, of which the 
projections on the surfaces p, v and :IJ, vare shown in the fig., is in 
the neighboul'hood of the critical point a saddle-shaped sm-face, which 
at the npper pat't of the figure is seen parallel to the tangent surface 
at the point C. The isothermals of the mixtures x = 0, x = 0.14 
and x = 0.40 are situated on the slope turned towards us; the latter 
over a tairly extensive range (of large volumes to about ,'!] = 0.006) 
forms nearly the border of the surf ace ; the critical isothermal lies 
just beyond that border, but becomes visible at C and l'emains visible 
for small volumes. The isothermals x = 0.62, x = 0.71 and ,'!] = 1 
occul' on the back of the P, v, ,'!]-surface, yet fol' small volumes they 
become visible. ~.l'he parabola : 

1 mll~ 
P -PTk = ---(V-VTk)', 

4 m02 

which envelops the isothermals in the neighbourhood of the point C 
(1. c. p. 344 and fig. 16) is the apparent ontline of the surf ace in 
that neighbourhootl. 

The lowel' part of the figul'e repl'esel1t the surface seen fi:om above j 

the iso bars are there level-curves. The critical isobar forms a loop 
which agrees with the described shape of the smoface. A section of 
a horizontal surf ace situated a little higher consists of two pieces, 
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of which one, lying within the loop is closed. Within the loop 
therefore, the surface shows an elevatlOn of which the top almost 
agrees with aJ = 0.40, v = 0.06, P = 63 9. For higher horizontal 
&urfaces the section consists of one branch only. For horizontal 
surfaces corresponding to p < 63.8 atm.. the sections also consist III 

one branch which surrounds the critical loop. 
From aJ = 0 the bordercurve occurs on the front of the p, v, aJ

surface, but reache& the border almost at the volume 0.008, then 
occurs on the back where it remains until the point C, and returns 
to the front. At the point C the oscn]ation plane to the border 
curve, at the same time the tangent plane to the surface, is horizontal; _ 
the projection on the aJ, v-plane shows the border curve more and 
more in its true shape the more we approach the point C; whereas 
in the uppel' projection that border curve is seen more and more in 
an oblique directlOn and finally in a tangent one, so that it must 
appeal' flattened, WhlCh accounts fol' the hlgher order of 1he border 
curve in that projection. 

(March 23, 1904). 
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